We strive for perfection,
precisely because we understand
the diﬀerence it makes to you

Components & Accessories for the Surface Finishing Industry
Thermoplastic, PTFE, Rubber and Industrial Hoses

Undisputable know-how
that guarantees ﬁrst class results
ince its inception in the late seventies in the small town

Our employees are the heart of our organisation; their

of Gland, a stone’s throw from Geneva, the Swiss capital

experience, know-how, commitment, and flexibility are

of the watch-making industry, Exitflex SA has grown to be-

part of the company’s DNA. Each one of our employees

come an undisputed market leader in the design,

serve you with professionalism and pride.

S

manufacture and marketing of accessories for the surface
finishing industry.
Over the years, the company has evolved as a global entity
with several subsidiaries in Europe, USA , Asia and Australia.
The Exitflex Group is exceptionally well positioned to

Our subsidiaries also offer a complete range of PTFE,
Rubber and Thermoplastic hoses for paint spray,
Hydraulic, Water Jetting and wider industrial markets.
These hoses are manufactured by our parent company,
Polyhose India Private Limited.

provide you, and in turn your customers, with the most
comprehensive and highest quality product range for
automatic, robotic and manual coating applications.
Exitflex SA have been at the
forefront of Airless and Air
Assisted Airless spray tip
design and manufacture for
more than forty years. We use
only
the
best
tungsten carbide
grades and combine
Swiss attention to
quality, innovation,
and detail with considerable
worldwide experience of the
finishing market to give you the
best results in all applications.

For each and every application,
process tool, equipment or machine...
An Exitflex solution

Our product specification sheets
will help you select the Exitflex
product that exactly corresponds
to your application and to your
existing equipment. Available to
download from our website,
www.exitflex.com

Airless Flat tips

Airless Reversible tips

Air Assisted Airless tips

Accessories

From standard industrial grade to robotic,
superfine and line marking models, Exitflex offers a
comprehensive assortment of the finest quality flat
tips. They fit all airless spray guns and are widely
used in automatic and many manual applications.
They can be found applying mastics, buffing
compounds, ceramics and a wide variety of
coating materials throughout various industries.

Over the years, Exitflex has designed, manufactured
and marketed a broad range of airless reversible
tips, ideally suited for all types of applications.
Whether you are looking for tips that fit popular
guards or opt for Exitflex’s unique guard design
- the only guard in the market that can be entirely
dismantled for in-depth cleaning and maintenance you will find a tailored solution for your needs.

Well-known brands such as Binks®, Graco®,
Iwata®,Kremlin® Sata®, Seiwa®, Wagner®
and Wiwa® amongst others,offer quality AAA
spray guns. Many coating facilities operate with
equipment from more than one manufacturer
rendering the process of sourcing high quality
tungsten carbide spray tips overly complicated.

Whether you need hose inserts, swivels,
Y-blocks, couplings, adaptors, rotary cleaning
nozzles or airless spray lances, look no further.
Exitflex has engineered the solution for you,
either in carbon or stainless steel.

Our flagship product, the SF tip, is designed for
precision spraying with the ultimate in high quality
atomization. SF tips reduce energy consumption
and increase painting profitability.
The Swiss-engineered design, which incorporates
a matched pre-orifice within the assembly, enables
users to greatly reduce fluid pressure, this in turn
reduces paint wastage. SF tips have helped cut
pollution on many large customer production lines,
working towards achieving emission reduction
targets. Large amounts of paint have been saved
and cleaning costs cut. A wide programme of sizes
is available.

Our Speedy 5 reversible tip with its patented design,
rated at a maximum working pressure (MWP)
of 517 Bar, ensures a guaranteed centred spray
pattern due to the ball key and cone seal design.
If a blockage does occur, the line contact seal
guarantees easy turning every time; another
unique feature invented by our team of creative
and innovative engineers.

Exitflex has the solution for all your sourcing issues.
We are optimally positioned to offer a broad range
of AAA tips in premium standard or superfine
pre-atomizer versions that directly fit all popular
spray guns. If your preferred spray gun manufacturer
doesn’t offer the exact type or size of tip you need
for a project then our team of specialists are able to
design and create a solution for you.
The new TRIA Pro45 is an elegant new way to maximise
the performance of your Air Assisted Airless spray gun.
Designed to minimise down-time, it complements
the Binks® 4400™, Graco® G40™, Kremlin® MVX™
and XCITE™, Optima® 2000™ & 2100™, SATAjet®
3000K™ and Wagner® 4600™ sprayguns. The Pro45
is supplied as a kit comprising of an aircap base,
a reversible tip and air and fluid seals.
Only available from Exitflex.

As part of its extended product line,
Exitflex high pressure stainless steel swivels
are precision engineered devices with
innovative seal design.
Their low weight and compact design facilitate
spray gun movement, especially in difficult to
access areas. A must-have for all professionals.
Exitflex can also offer a range of tungsten carbide inserts in four different outer shapes, available in bulk
supply. Submit your enquiry for more details.

Always searching for solutions
to optimize your ﬁnishing performance
hether you are looking for airless or air assisted spray

the network and the experience to work side by side with you

tips, you will find what you need in our wide range of

in an efficient, fast and professional way.

W

standard products. And if not, Exitflex will listen to you and
accompany you in designing a bespoke solution according
to your own specification. In some cases and depending on
your request, private branding could be applied.
Some customers request special adaptations to their
machines and customized nozzles for their automatic and
manual spraying systems. Operating in different
industries (automobile, naval, ceramics, aerospace,
furniture, leather, construction, etc) these cutomers have
varied expectations depending on the material to be sprayed
(Lacquers, mastics, oil and water based paints, block fillers,
epoxies, etc) and finish required.
Whatever the industry you operate in, wherever you are
located, we have the machinery and the know-how;

The lake Geneva region of Switzerland is known for its first
class technology centres, as well as its highly competitive and
competent companies specializing in precision mechanics,
metallurgy, assembly and product design.
Due to its ideal location on the shore of lake Geneva,
Exitflex has easy and privileged access to top Universities,
Engineering schools and technical laboratories in Geneva
and Lausanne. A large number of specialized firms around
our area complete our strong and dedicated network.

The science of
fluid mechanics
and metallurgy
Exitflex have been cooperating
with research laboratories in
Geneva and Lausanne for several
years. Different studies are being
carried out in the field of fluid
mechanics and metallurgy to
better understand certain
phenomena, thus ensuring
optimum design
and construction of Tungsten
carbide spray nozzles.
Submit your request, Exitflex will
help you reach your goals

We believe that our products
are key in achieving results
that exceed your expectations
“Swiss precision and quality ensure
that our jobs are completed on time,
every time. The

“We win at all levels“, says a
Swedish customer. Using Exitflex

LM tips from
Exitflex save us a lot of money
in the long run“, says an Italian

SF flat tips guarantee an exceptional spray

customer.

quality and pattern while at the same time
drastically cutting spare part costs and
maintenance expenses compared to more
complex air assisted systems.“
“Our factory runs 24/7, we cannot afford
ur customers are our ambassadors.

O

extended down-time with our spraying

“The Z swivel from Exitflex has no equal

Together, their industry experience and

machines. By choosing the Exitflex robotic

in the market. This stainless steel product

our product performance speak volumes

flat tips we know what to expect from the

is compact, light and can withstand

about our reputation. Across the world,

outset. There are no nasty surprises;

the toughest working conditions.

in Europe, USA, Middle East and Asia,

we know precisely when to
replace worn tips to obtain
optimum results, and improved
productivity“, says a Brazilian customer.

These characteristics provide
us an ease of use and prevent
injuries for our workers“, says a

Exitflex products are used by customers in all
industries

and

are

known

for

their

quality, precision and innovative designs.

an Indian MCM paint shop foreman.

Performance Quality and
Supply Reliability, this is the
experience of a Japanese
company needing Exitflex airless spray
tips for their business and who have been
buying them for nearly 20 years.

“Switching from air mix to
robotic airless SF tips from
Exitflex, resulted in top coat quality,
supressing the need of compressed air
and reducing overspray“, says a large
window manufacturer in Norway.
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EXITFLEX SA
Chemin de la Crétaux 2
CH-1196, Gland, Switzerland
Phone: +41 (0) 22-999 92 99
Fax. +41 (0) 22-364 25 05
info@exitflex.com
www.exitflex.com
SUBSIDIARY AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
AUSTRALIA
DANA MARKETING Pty. Ltd.
Po box 2447
Rowville, Victoria 3178,
Australia
Phone: +61 (0)3 9752 8918
Fax +61 (0)3 9011 6179
danadn@iprimu.com.au
www.exitflex.com

UNITED KINGDOM
EXITFLEX (UK) LTD.
Airfield Road, Christchurch,
Dorset BH23 3TG,
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0) 1202 478334
Fax. +44 (0) 1202 488110
sales@exitflex.co.uk
www.exitflex.co.uk

GERMANY
EXITFLEX GmbH
Am Keuper 16
D-90475 Nürnberg, Germany
Phone: +49 9128 72132-40
Fax +49 9128 72132-45
verkauf@exitflex.de
www.exitflex.de

USA
EXITFLEX USA.
254 Raritan Center Parkway,
Edison NJ 08837-3610,
USA
Phone: +1-732-512 9141
Fax. +1-732 512 9145
jmedvecky@exitflexusa.com
www.ExitflexUSA.com

POLAND
EXITFLEX PL Sp. zo.o.
Plac Górnoslaski 20
PL-81-509 Gdynia, Poland
Phone: +48 58 620-70-41
biuro@exitflex.pl
www.exitflex.pl

SINGAPORE
EXITFLEX ASIA PTE LTD
No. 42 Tuas View Square
Singapore 637773
Phone: +65 - 6861 8771
Fax : +65 - 6861 7293
clarence@exitflex-asia.com
www.exitflex-asia.com/
SWEDEN
EXITFLEX AB
Varlabergsvägen 24 B
S- 434 39 Kungsbacka,
Sweden
Phone: +46 300 319 70
Fax. +46 300 56 47 80
info@exitflex.se
www.exitflex.se
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